Monitoring of progress in cancer patient survival by cancer registries should be as up-to-date as possible. Period analysis has been shown to provide more up-to-date survival estimates than do traditional methods of survival analysis. However, there is a trade-off between up-to-dateness and the precision of period estimates, in that increasing the up-to-dateness of survival estimates by restricting the analysis to a relatively short, recent time period, such as the most recent calendar year for which cancer registry data are available, goes along with a loss of precision. The authors propose a model-based approach to maximize the up-to-dateness of period estimates at minimal loss of precision. The approach is illustrated for monitoring of 5-year relative survival of patients diagnosed with one of 20 common forms of cancer in Finland between 1953 and 2002 by use of data from the nationwide Finnish Cancer Registry. It is shown that the model-based approach provides survival estimates that are as up-todate as the most up-to-date conventional period estimates and at the same time much more precise than the latter. The modeling approach may further enhance the use of period analysis for deriving up-to-date cancer survival rates.
Monitoring cancer patient survival is an important task of both clinical and population-based cancer registries. To be informative, estimates of cancer patient survival should be as up-to-date as possible. Period analysis, a new method of survival analysis introduced a few years ago (1) , has been shown to provide more up-to-date estimates of long-term survival than do traditional cohort-based methods of survival analysis (2) (3) (4) (5) . The principle of period analysis has been described in detail elsewhere (1, 6) . Briefly, it consists of restricting the analysis to the survival experience of cancer patients in some recent time period, which is achieved by left truncation of observations at the beginning of that time period (in addition to right censoring of observations at its end). There is, though, a trade-off between up-to-dateness and precision of period estimates. To be as up-to-date as possible, the period included in the analysis should ideally be restricted to a relatively short time span, such as the most recent calendar year for which cancer registry data are available (e.g., to the year 2002 in the aforementioned example). However, for cancer registries covering relatively small populations, or for rare forms of cancer, such period estimates for single-year periods may often lack reasonable precision. An obvious way to overcome the lack of precision, which has been followed in previous applications of period analysis (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) , is to enlarge the period to, for example, 5 years (to the 1998-2002 period in the example given above). However, the gain in precision achieved that way comes at the price of a loss of up-to-dateness (in the example given above, this loss would be on average 2 years).
It would therefore be highly desirable to find ways to derive the most up-to-date period estimates of survival with enhanced precision. In this paper, we introduce and evaluate a model-based analytical approach aimed to achieve that goal.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Database
Our analysis is based on data from the nationwide Finnish Cancer Registry, covering a population of about 5 million people, which is well known for its high levels of completeness and data quality (12) . At the time of this analysis, the database encompassed patients diagnosed within half a century from 1953 to 2002, with a follow-up with respect to vital status until the end of 2003. In this analysis, we included patients aged 15 years or older with a first diagnosis of one of 20 common forms of cancer between 1953 and 2002.
Statistical analysis
Throughout this paper, we present relative rather than absolute survival rates, as the former are most commonly reported by cancer registries. Relative survival rates reflect the probability of surviving the cancer of interest rather than the total survival probability (13, 14) , taking expected deaths in the absence of cancer into account. For this analysis, the expected numbers of deaths were derived from age-, gender-, and calendar period-specific mortality values of the general population of Finland according to the Ederer II method (15) .
We first assessed the overall trends in survival during the past decades by comparing the 5-year relative survival of patients diagnosed in 1962 and of patients diagnosed in 1997.
Next, the 5-year relative survival actually observed for patients diagnosed in 1997 and followed through 2002 (figure 1, solid frame) was compared with the most up-todate estimates of 5-year relative survival that would potentially have been available in 1997 (the year of diagnosis of this cohort) by the following methods of survival analysis: 1) a period analysis for the year 1997 only (figure 1, dotted frame); 2) a period analysis for the 1993-1997 period, that is, a period including 5 recent years (figure 1, dashed frame); and 3) a model-based period estimate for the year 1997.
For derivation of the model-based period estimate for 1997, we used the same database as in conventional period analysis for 1993-1997 (figure 1, dashed frame). However, rather than simply pooling observations within that period, we modeled survival probabilities for each combination of calendar year and year of follow-up within that period. For that purpose, we first calculated the numbers of patients at risk and of deaths by year of follow-up for each single calendar year from 1993 to 1997, just as one would do in conventional period analyses for each of these calendar years. Next, we used a Poisson regression model for the total 1993-1997 period (16) . A formal description of the model is given in the Appendix. Briefly, the numbers of deaths for each combination of calendar year and year of follow-up were modeled as a function of calendar year (included as a numerical predictor variable) and year of followup (included as a categorical predictor variable), with the logarithm of the person-years at risk as offset, that is, a term with a fixed coefficient of one in the model, accounting for late entries and withdrawals as half persons. Conditional survival probabilities for each year of follow-up, 5-year cumulative period survival estimates, and their standard errors were derived from the model results as outlined in the Appendix.
The model-based approach provides a general framework that encompasses conventional cohort or period analyses as special cases of applications of saturated models. For example, a conventional period estimate of 5-year survival can be obtained from a saturated model, in which follow-up yearspecific numbers of patients at risk and deaths are pooled over all calendar years included in the period of interest (or in which the period of interest includes just 1 calendar year). This way, only five observations are included in the regression model, from which five parameters are estimated (one for each year of follow-up, none for calendar year). To ensure perfect comparability of results for conventional and modeled period analysis, we derived the former as special cases from saturated models by the same computer programs used for the modeling approach as outlined above.
To address the performance of the various methods in a much broader range of settings, we repeated the analyses explained for the year 1997 in the preceding paragraphs for each single calendar year from 1962 to 1997 (which is the widest possible range of calendar years for which calculations could be carried out with the current database of the Finnish Cancer Registry). We calculated the following summary indicators of the performance of the various methods: the mean difference and the mean squared difference between the 5-year relative survival later observed for patients diagnosed in the respective year and the various estimates potentially available in that year. The mean differences reflect the average under-or overestimation of the 5-year relative survival rates. The mean squared differences, in addition, reflect the random variation in the various estimates.
Finally, we used the model-based approach to provide estimates of 5-year relative survival for the year 2002, the most recent year included in the database, and for estimating the trend in survival within 1998-2002, the most recent 5-year period included in the database.
The analyses were carried out by use of the SAS statistical software package (SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, North Carolina). For all survival analyses, the macro period was used to derive the numbers of patients at risk and of deaths by year of follow-up only (conventional cohort and period analysis) or by year of follow-up and by calendar year (modeled approach) (6, 17) . Some minor formal modification of the output was made to facilitate the subsequent steps. Next, the procedure GENMOD (SAS Institute, Inc.) was used to carry out Poisson regression, and the output of the regression models was used to carry out the subsequent calculations as outlined in the Appendix.
RESULTS
Overall, 682,867 patients aged 15 years or older were reported to the Finnish Cancer Registry with a first diagnosis of cancer between 1953 and 2002. Of these, we excluded 2.3 percent reported by death certificate only, another 2.5 percent reported by autopsy only, and 0.1 percent because of missing information on month of diagnosis. The 20 forms of cancer specifically addressed in this paper include about 89.9 percent of the remaining cancer cases.
The numbers of patients, as well as 5-year relative survival rates of patients with these 20 forms of cancer, are shown for the years 1962 and 1997 in table 1. These are the earliest and the latest year for which all the calculations outlined above could be carried out with the current database of the Finnish Cancer Registry. In 1962, stomach cancer, followed by lung cancer, was by far the most common form of cancer in Finland. The annual numbers of cases strongly increased for most forms of cancer between 1962 and 1997. The increase was most pronounced for breast cancer and especially prostate cancer (an almost tenfold increase), which have become the leading cancer diagnoses in 1997. For a few forms of cancer (cancers of the esophagus, stomach, and cervix uteri), the numbers of incident cases declined over time.
Five-year relative survival strongly varied by cancer site for patients diagnosed in 1962, ranging from 64.3 percent for patients with endometrial cancer to 2.5 percent for patients with pancreatic cancer among the types of cancer included in this study. Five-year relative survival rates increased between 1962 and 1997, albeit to a strongly varying degree, for all of the assessed forms of cancer. A most pronounced increase by about 50 percent of units was seen for patients with prostate cancer and patients with thyroid cancer. With about 91 percent, the latter had the highest 5-year relative survival rates in 1997 among the cancer patients included in this analysis. On the other hand, only very small improvements could be achieved for patients with the most fatal forms of cancer, such as liver, pancreas, or lung cancer. Table 2 shows the estimates of 5-year relative survival potentially available in 1997 by the three analytical approaches in comparison with the 5-year relative survival rates later observed for patients diagnosed in that year. To facilitate illustration of the major patterns, cancers are ordered according to the increase in survival over time from 1962 to 1997. The point estimates obtained by the conventional and the modeled period analyses for 1997 were in general quite similar, and the standard errors of the modeled period estimates were much lower, that is, at intermediate levels between the levels obtained in the conventional period analyses encompassing periods of 1 year (1997) and 5 years (1993-1997), respectively. Typically, the standard errors of modeled period estimates were 25-40 percent lower compared with the standard errors of the conventional period estimates (i.e., the variances were typically reduced by about 50 percent or even more).
For 10 of 20 forms of cancer, the modeled period analysis for 1997 provided point estimates of 5-year relative survival that were closest to the 5-year relative survival rates later observed for patients diagnosed in 1997. For the conventional period analysis for the year 1997 or the period 1993-1997, this was true for five and six forms of cancer only. The modeled period analysis almost always performed best for those cancers for which the prognosis substantially increased over time, whereas the conventional period analysis for the 1993-1997 period performed best for the few cancers with very poor and hardly improving prognosis (cancers of the esophagus, lung, liver, and pancreas).
With few exceptions, all types of analyses provided, on average, somewhat too pessimistic estimates of the 5-year relative survival rates later observed for patients diagnosed in each single year between 1962 and 1997, which can be seen from the negative values of most of the mean differences shown in table 3. This underestimation was generally larger for the conventional period analyses for the most recent 5 years than for the conventional and the modeled period estimates for the most recent year that performed best according to this criterion for eight and 10 forms of cancer, respectively. Furthermore, the modeled period estimates showed the smallest mean squared difference for 13 of 20 forms of cancer, whereas this was true for only two and five forms of cancer for the conventional 1-and 5-year period estimates, respectively. The modeled period analysis almost always performed best for cancers with at least some moderate increase in survival according to this criterion as well. The advantages of conventional period analysis were again essentially confined to the few cancers with virtually no improvement over time. Table 4 shows the results of a conventional period analysis and a modeled period analysis for the 1998-2002 period, the most recent period for which data were available at the time of this analysis. For the modeled period analysis, modeled 5-year relative survival estimates are shown for 1998 and 2002, the first and the last year of the period. This way, both the most up-to-date estimates for the year 2002 and also the trends within the 1998-2002 period can be seen, and two-sided p values for tests of linear trend derived from the models are also given. The modeled period analysis discloses major significant improvements in 1998-2002 for patients with breast, ovarian, prostate, and thyroid cancers. With an increase of 5.3, 7.4, 10.7, and 5.7 percent, respectively, between 1998 and 2002, the 5-year relative survival rates reached 88.8, 50.7, 87.8, and 92.4 percent, respectively, in 2002 for these four forms of cancer. These important trends would not have been disclosed with a conventional period analysis for the 1998-2002 period.
DISCUSSION
In this paper, we introduced an extension of period analysis of cancer patient survival that provides the most upto-date period estimates of survival (restricted to the most recent calendar year for which data are available) at much higher levels of precision. More specifically, standard errors of 5-year survival rates were often reduced by 25-40 percent (i.e., variances of estimates were often reduced by about 50 percent or even more). In addition, as illustrated in our analysis for the 1998-2002 period, the modeling approach can also be used to disclose recent trends in survival in an efficient manner.
The modeling approach presented in this paper does not include any extrapolation of trends beyond the time periods under investigation, which is both a strength and a potential weakness. It is a strength as it prevents the occurrence of potentially misleading results that may arise when previously observed trends change after the period under investigation. It is a potential weakness, as extrapolation may provide even more up-to-date estimates if recent trends in survival are ongoing. The strong reduction in the variance of survival estimates implies that typically only half as many patients or even less are needed to come up with similarly precise and up-to-date estimates of cumulative survival compared with conventional period analysis. This way, modeled period analyses focusing on the most recent year may often provide reasonably precise survival estimates even in small cancer registries, for rare forms of cancer, or for specific subgroups of cancer patients. However, because the estimates of linear trends may be less reliable in such situations, we carried out additional analyses to assess the performance of the modeling approach with smaller numbers of patients. For that purpose, we repeated the analyses presented in tables 2 and 3 for a randomly selected subsample of 40 percent of patients, thereby simulating a situation of a smaller cancer registry with a population base of around 2 million people as opposed to the population base of about 5 million people in Finland. As expected from theory, the standard errors of the modeled period estimates increased but were still in the same order of magnitude or only slightly higher than were the standard errors of conventional period estimates for the most recent single year in the analyses for the full database. As in the full database, the conventional period estimate and the modeled period estimate for the most recent single year performed much better than did the conventional period estimate for the most recent 5 years in terms of the mean difference from later-observed 5-year relative survival. Regarding the mean squared difference, the modeled period estimate again clearly performed best, and the conventional period estimate for the most recent year performed worst.
In our modeling approach, a linear trend for the conditional survival estimates within the 5-year periods used for modeling was assumed. Alternatively, the calendar years could also be entered as a categorical rather than as a numerical variable in the models. The former approach would be less susceptible to potential bias from violation of the linearity assumption. Obviously, however, the model could not be used to estimate a linear trend any more. Furthermore, use of a single numerical variable would be statistically more efficient in many situations. The difference in results obtained by both methods may often be small though. In our data set, we obtained very similar results when the analyses were repeated with the calendar year entered as a categorical variable in additional sensitivity analyses. In particular, the advantages of the modeled period analysis over conventional period analysis remained essentially unchanged. It therefore appears difficult to give a general recommendation on how the calendar year should be entered into the model. Possibly, flexible use based on preliminary diagnostics (both visual and model based) may be the most prudent recommendation.
In our analysis, we chose a period of 5 calendar years to be used for the modeling. One reason for this choice was to ensure that the differences of the modeled period estimates for the most recent year and the conventional period estimates for the most recent 5 years could be exclusively assigned to the different methods, not to differences in the database, as the same database was used for both approaches. Clearly, periods of different lengths might be used for both the modeling approach and for conventional period analyses. In general, the precision of survival estimates would increase with increasing length of periods for both types of analyses. In conventional period analysis, however, the increasing length of periods would go along with a loss of up-to-dateness. With the modeled period approach, this would not need to be the case, as the trends within the period are taken into account. However, use of a single trend parameter for a linear trend might become increasingly problematic with increasing lengths of periods.
In this paper, presentation was restricted to 5-year relative survival rates. Analogous calculations were carried out for 5-year absolute survival rates that required only one simple modification of the model definition (refer to the Appendix). Results were not shown separately, however, simply to save space, as the differences between the various methods were generally very similar. The modeling approach may also be used, particularly during the early years of followup, for more long-term survival rates, such as 10-year or 20-year survival rates, for which the application of period analysis compared with other analytical techniques may be particularly useful (2-4). Finally, the modeling approach may also provide a convenient framework to assess and to account for the role of additional covariates, such as age or stage at diagnosis, but this is beyond the scope of this paper.
Calculation of the model-based estimates is somewhat more complex than is calculation of the conventional period estimates, as it requires multiple program steps beyond mere application of previously published macros for period analysis (17) . Nevertheless, for an experienced programmer, it is feasible with a reasonable amount of time and effort, and we will be glad to share our model programs on request with researchers interested in implementing this methodology. Once established for the specific data setting of a cancer registry, the method can be easily transferred in routine monitoring practice. The modeling approach has the additional advantage to provide a more general and flexible framework for survival analysis, which includes conventional cohort analysis or period analysis as special applications.
We therefore feel that, despite its limitations, modelbased period analysis might be a useful tool to derive both up-to-date and precise estimates of cancer patient survival, and we would like to encourage its application in the analysis of data from both clinical and population-based cancer registries.
